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User Experience and Current Practice with IEC61850

The Development of a Multi-Vendor Power System

- Innovative Power Tool for Standard-Based Procurement
- Separation of Operational and Digitalization
- Efficient Upgrade's of Protection and Automation
- Enhanced System Stability with Process Bus Concept, including Cyber Security
- Load Shedding and Under-frequency Stabilization
- Interoperability of Multi-Vendor Substations
- Sampled Digital Relay Testing and Digital Testing of Busbars
- Analysis of Process Bus Bar-Based in EDP Application
- Digital Solution for Substation Integration in Russian Federation
- Field Application of Digital System for High Voltage System for the Generator-Transformer Unit of Nizhegorodskaya Hydroelectric Power Plant (HPP)
- Integrated Testing in the 30th Anniversary of the Statnett Grid and the DINORWIG Project
- Application of Field Application Process Bus in India for New Energy Source
- Case Study of Process Bus Deployment in India
- Security Issues and Future Prospects of Process Bus
- Use of EIC bus on IEC 61850 and 61869-9 for Analysis of System Components
- Field Application of Digital System in Thailand and Slippage Protection
- Emerging Challenges of Process Bus in India
- Development and Economics
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